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Abstract 
We define Lindenmayerian algebraic power series and study their properties. These series 
generalize both algebraic series and ETOL languages. 
1. Introduction 
Formal power series play an important role in many diverse areas of theoretical com- 
puter science and mathematics, see [2,13,14,17]. The classes of power series studied 
most often in connection with automata, grammars and languages are the rational and 
algebraic series. It is well known that each regular (resp. context-free) language is 
the support of a rational (resp. an algebraic) series. However, the rational series are 
able to model also nonregular phenomena. It is also well known that many problems 
concerning parallel rewriting and L systems lead to rational series; see [ 151. 
In language theory formal power series often provide a powerful tool for obtain- 
ing deep decidability results; see [ 13, 171. A brilliant example is the solution of the 
equivalence problem for finite deterministic multitape automata given by Harju and 
Karhumgki [4]. 
In [ 131 Kuich and Salomaa gave a power series approach to formal language 
theory by using an algebraic notion of convergence. In [S-lo] Kuich generalized the 
Kleene theorem, the Pa&h theorem and the equivalence between context-freeness and 
acceptance by pushdown automata to complete semirings. 
The framework of Kuich and Salomaa [ 131 was used in Honkala [5,6] to define 
power series obtained by morphic iteration. A different power series generalization of 
L systems was given in Kuich [ 121. 
In this paper we define Lindenmayerian algebraic power series (briefly, L algebraic 
series) over commutative o-continuous semirings (see [lo]). By definition, a power 
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series is L algebraic if it is a component of the least solution of a system of polyno- 
mial equations involving finite substitutions. Hence, L algebraic series are obtained by 
multidimensional morphic iteration. 
The theory of L algebraic series generalizes simultaneously the theories of algebraic 
series and ETOL languages. Indeed, our results below give as special cases many 
well-known facts concerning algebraic series and ETOL languages. 
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. In Section 2 we define 
Lindenmayerian algebraic systems (briefly, L algebraic systems) and series and estab- 
lish some of their basic properties. In Section 3 we study normal forms of L algebraic 
systems. In particular, we present transformations which make it possible to deduce 
the Chomsky normal form for L algebraic systems. In Section 4 we characterize the 
L algebraic power series as the series obtained by applying a recognizable formal power 
series of trees of substitutions to a polynomial. In Section 5 we define L linear systems 
and L rational series. We show that the L rational series are exactly the ETOL power 
series of Kuich [12]. In Section 6 we discuss propagating L algebraic systems. In this 
context it is possible to establish the operator and the Greibach normal form. We also 
show that e-images are necessary in L algebraic systems. In Section 7 we prove closure 
properties of L algebraic and propagating L algebraic series. Finally, in Section 8 we 
study combinatorial properties of L algebraic series. 
2. General Lindenmayerian systems and Lindenmayerian algebraic systems 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basics of the theories of semirings 
and formal power series (see [13]). Notions and notations that are not defined are taken 
from Kuich and Salomaa [13] or Kuich [lo]. 
In this paper A will always be a commutative w-continuous semiring (see [lo]), 
J5 and .Z= {zlt ,..., zls ,..., z,i, . . . ,zns} are alphabets and Y = {yi, . . . , yn} is an alphabet 
of variables. It is assumed that the sets z,Z and Y are pairwise disjoint. 
A general Lindenmayerian system with variables in Y (briefly, general L system) 
is a system of formal equations 
where ri(Yl,...,Yn,z11,...,zls,...,zn1, . . ..z~~). ldidn,isapowerseriesinA(((CUYU 
Z)*)) and h, :A((C*)) + A((C*)) are finite substitutions defined by h, : C + A(C*), 
1 Q i 6 n, 1 d j 6s. We want to emphasize that when we consider the power series ri 
we do not assume that each zij actually has an occurrence in ri, 1 <i<n, 1 <j <s. 
If there is no danger of confusion, we use a vectorial notation. We write y for 
Y~,...,Y~, y for YI ,..., r,, h for hii ,..., hi, ,..., h,i ,..., h,,, andz forzii ,..., zis ,..., z,i, 
. . ..Z.,. Moreover, we w&e MY) for hll(~~),...,hl~(~l),...,h,l(y,),. . .,MY,). BY 
this vectorial notation, a general L system as defined above is now written as 
Y = 4YY h(Y)). 
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The development of the theory of general L systems parallels that of the usual algebraic 
systems as given in Section 14 of [ 131. 
A solution to the general L system y = r(y, h(y)) is given by a vector 0 E (A( (C*)))” 
such that 0 = Y(c., h(a)). It is termed the least solution iff o d z holds for all solutions 
r of y =r(y,h(y)). Hence, a solution (resp. the least solution) of y = r(y,h(y)) is 
nothing else as a fixpoint (resp. the least fixpoint) of the mapping f : (A((C*)))” -+ 
(A((C*)))” defined by f(a)=r(o,h(g)), ~JE(A((C*)))“. 
Since addition and multiplication are continuous in an o-continuous semiring [ 10, 
Theorem 2.81, and, furthermore, summation with a countable index set is continuous in 
an c+continuous semiring [l 1, Satz 5.71, the mapping J‘ is continuous for given Y and 
h. Hence, by the Fixpoint Theorem (see e.g. [IS]) the least fixpoint exists and equals 
sup(f”(0) I n E N 1. 
To compute this unique least fixpoint, we define the approximation sequence 
c&J’,o* )...) CT’)...) o’E(A((C*)))“, 
associated to the general L system y = r(y, h(y)) as follows: 
cr” = 0, cTj+r = Y(Oj, h(J)), j > 0. 
Then the least fixpoint, i.e., the least solution, is given by sup(aj Jj E N). This proves 
our first theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. The least solution of the general L system y = r(y, h(y)) is given by 
sup(aj 1 j E N ), 
where 
cP,&? )...) CT’,... 
is the approximation sequence associated to it. 
General Lindenmayerian systems are only a framework to consider L algebraic 
systems. A general Lindenmayerian system y = p( y, h(y)) is called Lindenmayerian 
algebraic system iff p is a vector of polynomials. 
Often, we prefer the notation y = p(h(y)) for an L algebraic system. Clearly, both 
notations are equivalent: instead of y; we can write e(yi), where e is the identity 
mapping. 
Our L algebraic systems are exactly the “vectors of LS systems” (with zero axiom) 
defined by Honkala [5]. Our approach needs the w-continuity of the basic commutative 
semiring A, while in Honkala [5] no such restriction is needed. This is discussed in 
full in Section 3 of Honkala [5]. 
Our approach is slightly different from Honkala [S, 61. While Honkala [5,6] considers 
primarily “LS systems” and uses “vectors of LS systems” only as an auxiliary structure, 
we consider primarily L algebraic systems. Here, an LS system (with zero axiom) is 
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just an L algebraic system with one variable y, which leads to the following definition. 
An L algebraic system y = p(Q)) is called an LS system iff y is a variable (i.e., 
n = 1). Clearly, a solution of an LS system is a power series in A( (C*)). We denote 
the set of components of the least solutions of L algebraic systems as defined above 
by ALa’s(@ Th e set of the least solutions of LS systems is denoted by A”‘((C*)). 
Given an infinite alphabet Z,, we denote 
ALa’s{( = lJ P’s( (z*)), 
ZC,?I_,Z finite 
Example 2.1. Let G = (C; hi, . . . , h,; w) be a TOL system and consider the L algebraic 
system y=hi(y) + ... + h,(y) + o, where [EB is the basic semiring. Then its least 
solution equals char(L( G)). 
If we want to take care of the degree of ambiguity d(w) of a word w E C* with 
respect to an L algebraic system, we choose IV” as the basic semiring. Then the least 
solution of the L algebraic system equals C wEz* d(w)w (see also Theorem 5.4 and 
Example 5.1 below). 
If the basic semiring is OX?, we are in the position to consider probabilistic L 
algebraic systems. 
Example 2.2. Let A be an idempotent semiring, C = {x} and h :A(@*)) -+ A((x*)) be 
the finite substitution defined by h(x) =x”’ for some m > 0. Consider the L algebraic 
system 
We claim that 
XQ mkrbkl * 1 
is its least solution. 
We show by induction on j that rrj B COGngj_i ~~2(x~b+~l)” for j 2 1, where (rrj 1 
j 2 0) is the approximation sequence of the L algebraic system. We have 0’ =xkz = 
~n=O~kz(~mkz+kl)n. Let j> 1. Then 
0j = xkl~(oj-i)oi-~ +xkz ~Xk~~(oi)ai-t +xkz 
= Xkl h(xkz ) c Xkz(Xmkz+kl )n + xkz 
O<nQj-2 
=x mkz+kl c xk’(x 
mkz+kl y + xkz 
O<n$j-2 
= c xkz(Xmkz+kly. 
O$n<j-1 
This proves o axkz(~mk2+kl)*, where 0 is the least solution of the L algebraic system. 
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We now show that ~~z(x”‘~~+~l)* is a solution: 
Xkl qXJyXh+k )* )Xkz(Xmkz+h )* + xkz 
=XklXmkz (x m(mkz+k,))*Xk2(Xmkz+kl >* + Xk2 
=XkzXmk+k, 
(x 
mkz+kl >* + xkz = Xkz(Xmk>+kl )*, 
Here the second equality follows by the assumption that A is idempotent, since this 
assumption implies the equality (xmk)*(xk)* = (xk)* for arbitrary m, k 3 0. 
In the classical theory of Lindenmayer systems the letter E, prefixed to the name of 
a family of language, denotes the set of all languages that can be obtained by taking 
the languages of the family and intersecting them with A*, for some alphabet A. 
Hence, we define analogously 
AELa’g{{CL}} = {r(r=sOchar(A*), ~EA~~‘~{{CL}}, AC&} 
and 
AELS{{C~}} = {r(r= s 0 char(A*), s E A”‘{{C;}}, A c Coo}. 
Power series in ,4”“‘s{{C~}}, AELa’g{{C&}}, ALs{{C~}} and AELs{{C~}} are called 
L algebraic, EL algebraic, LS and ELS power series, respectively, 
Our next theorem shows that the sets of L algebraic and EL algebraic power series 
coincide. 
Theorem 2.2. AELa’~{{C~}} =ALalg{{C~}}. 
Proof. Clearly, each L algebraic power series is also EL algebraic. Consider now an 
EL algebraic power series Y 0 char(A*), where Y is the first component of the least 
solution of the L algebraic system y = p(h(y)) and A C C. Let g : A( (C*)) --+ A( (A*)) 
be the finite substitution defined by g(x) =x, x E A and g(x) = 0, x E C - A. Then 
Y 0 char( A*) is the ya-component of the least solution of the L algebraic system 
YO = S(Y1) 
Yi = pi(h(y)), l<idH. 0 
Consider L algebraic systems y = &h(y)) such that, for each finite substitution hi,i 
of h, 1 <i <n, 1 <j <s, hij(x) # 0 for all x E C, call these L algebraic systems O-free 
and call the components of their least solutions O-free L algebraic power series. It 
is interesting that in the framework of L algebraic series nonterminals, i.e. symbols 
in C - A, and O-images play the same role. The proof of Theorem 2.2 works only if 
O-images are available. But also the other way is true: we do not need O-images if 
nonterminals are available. It suffices to introduce a new nonterminal letter $, replace 
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each &(n) = 0 by hii = $ and define Au($) = $. Hence, we have proved the next 
result. 
Theorem 2.3. Let r E A{{ZL}}. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) r is an L algebraic power series; 
(ii) r is an EL algebraic power series; 
(iii) r is a O-free EL algebraic power series. 
The next result is due to Honkala [5,6] and shows an interesting connection 
between L algebraic series and ELS power series. We give a new proof for this result. 
We want to emphasize that the crucial point is the least solution G being quasiregu- 
lal-. 
Theorem 2.4. Let d = (al,. . . , a,,) be a vector of quasiregular power series and assume 
that it is the least solution of an L algebraic system. Then oi EA~~~{{Z&}}, 16 i<n. 
Proof. Let Cc’), 1 <i dn, be a copy of C. We use the following notation throughout 
the proof: the upper index renames a symbol n E C into the corresponding symbol 
xci) E Z(‘); a word w E Z* into the corresponding word IV(~) E (,I?(‘))*, 1 <i <n, etc. 
Let o be the least solution of the L algebraic system y = p(h(y)). Define the mor- 
phisms 
gjk(Xci)) = aj,ihjk(x), 1 <j,i<n, 1 <k<.~, x E C, 
where Sj,i is the Kronecker symbol. Let z be a new variable and consider the LS 
system 
Z = C pi(g11 (Z)"', . . . , g*s(Z)('), . . . , gnl(Z)('), . . . , gm(Z)(i))(i). 
1 <i<n 
We claim that 8=cri’) + ... + a?) . 1s a solution. This is shown by the following 
equalities: 
= lG~GnPi(hll(~l)(i),-. .,hl,(~l)(~),. . .,hnl(an)(‘),. . ,h,,(~,,)(‘))(‘) 
= c 0; = 6. 
l<i<n (‘) . . 
Consider now 71,. . . , z,, E A(@*)) such that ? = r(l’) +. e . + z$’ is a solution of the LS 
system, i.e., 
? = C pi(gll(?)(‘), . . .,gls(f)(i), . . . ,gnl(?)(“), . . . gns(Z)(i))(i). 
1 <i<n 
Assume, furthermore, that f<8. Hence, ? is quasiregular. Let hi : (lJIGjGn Z(j))* -+ 
Z*, 1 <idn, be the morphism defined by hi(x(j)) = 6i,jx, extend it in the usual manner 
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to a semiring morphism and apply it to the above equality. Then we obtain 
~,~~~~~~(~j(~~~(~~)~j~~~~~~~l~(~l)’j~~~~~~~~~(~~)~j~~~~~~~~~(~~)~j~)c’i) 
. . 
=Pi(hll(tl),..., hls(Zl),...,hnl(~n),...,~~~(~~)). 
These equalities prove that r = (rr,. . . , z,) is a solution of the original L algebraic 
system y = p(Q)). Since CJ is the least solution, we obtain o <r. Hence, ci <r; for 
all ldi<n, ddZ and we infer that ?=c?. 
This proves that c? is the least solution of the LS system constructed above. Because 
c$) = 8 o char((C(‘))*), 1 <i<n, renaming shows that gi is in AELS((C*)). 0 
The following theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 2.5. rf Y E AL”‘g((C*)) and h : A((C*)) + A((C*)) is a finite substitution 
defined by h : C --f A(C*), then h(r)~A~~lg((C*)). 
Consider the L algebraic system y = p(h(y)) with the least solution cr and choose 
a new letter #. Then #a = (#at,. . . , #a,) is the least solution of the L algebraic system 
Y = #p(&y)) where Kij is the extension of hij satisfying iij(#) = E, 1 <i < R, 1 <<j <s. 
Now Theorems 2.3-2.5 imply our next results. 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose r E A( (C*)). Th en r is an L algebraic series if and only if #r 
is an ELS series. 
Corollary 2.7. If r E A( (C*)) is an ELS series, then r is a O-free ELS series. In 
consequence, if r is an L algebraic series, then #r is a Q-free ELS series. 
The results above show a very close connection between L algebraic series and ELS 
series. Whenever the empty word plays no crucial role, we can handle L algebraic 
series as the least solutions of L algebraic systems or ELS systems. 
When we parallel the development of the usual algebraic series, it appears easier to 
use L algebraic systems. When we prove combinatorial properties of L algebraic series, 
it appears easier to use LS systems. 
The last result of this section follows directly by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose r is an L algebraic series. Then r is the first component of 
the least solution of an L algebraic system having at most two equations. 
3. Normal forms 
We consider an L algebraic system 
Y = ~(~,h(y)) 
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as in Section 2 and write it in the form 
Y = P(YJL z = h(y). 
Here, in our vectorial notation, y = p(y,z) stands for 
_Vi = Pi(Y*,...,~n,Z1l,...,Zls,...,Znlr...,Zns), l Gi64 
and z = h(y) stands for 
zu = hij(yi), 1 did& 1 <j<s. 
It is obvious that F is the least solution of y = p(y,h(y)) if and only if (a, h(o)) is 
the least solution of y = p(y,z), z = h(y). We call y = p(y,z) the algebraic part of 
the L algebraic system. (The algebraic part is not uniquely defined, but is indicated 
for a given algebraic system by the notation.) We now consider y = p(y,z) as an 
A( ((C U Z)*))-algebraic system with variables in Y and denote its least solution by 
0 = (i(z), i.e., 
P(@)J) = o(z). 
Clearly, the components of a(z) are in A”‘s(((C U Z)*)). 
Let g:A(((EUZU Y)*)) -+ A(((ZU Y)*)) b e a substitution defined by g(x) =x, x E 
.i5U Y, and g(zij)=YijEA((C*)), Idida, ldj<~, briefly denoted by g(z)=r. Then 
Y = dP(Y4)) = P(Y,r) 
is a general L system (without any application of finite substitutions). We claim that 
O(P) is its least solution. 
To prove this claim, we consider oj and rj, j>O, the vectors of the approximation 
sequences of y = p(y, z) and y = p(y, r), respectively, 
a0 = 0, aj+’ = p(aj,z), j>O; 
To = 0, d+l = p(d,r), j>O. 
By induction on j, the equalities 
g(aj) = ri, j>O 
are easily shown. Since these approximation sequences are monotonic and the substi- 
tution g is a continuous mapping, we obtain 
g(sup(J lj>O)) = sup(g(aj) (jao) = sup(rj Ijao). 
Hence, g(a(z)), i.e., a(r) is the least solution of y = p(y,r). This proves our first 
result. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let y= p(y,z) be an A(((C U Z)*))-algebraic system with the least 
solution a(z) and let ~E(A((C*)))“S. Th en o(r) is the least solution of the general L 
system y = p(y, r). 
Theorem 3.2. Let a(z) be the least solution of the algebraic part y = p(y,z) of the 
L algebraic system y = p(y,z), z = h( y). Let z be the least solution of the general 
L system y = a(h(y)). Then 5 is also the least solution of the L algebraic system 
y = p(y> h(y)). 
Proof. Let g : A( ((Z U Z U Y)*)) + A (((C U Y)*)) be the substitution defined by 
g(x) =x, x E C U Y, and g(zlj) = hii( 1 Q i d n, 1 d j <s. Briefly, this substitution is 
denoted by g(z) = h(z). By Theorem 3.1, a(h(r)) is the least solution of y = p(y,h(z)). 
We now claim that a(h(z))= z is the least solution of y= p(y,h(y)). Clearly, it is 
a solution: 
p(a(h(~)), 47)) = P(T, h(z)) 
and, by Theorem 3.1, 
p(a(h(~)),h(~)) = a@(~)) = 7 
yield 
P(T, h(T)) = t. 
Assume now that r’ is a solution of y = p(y, h(y)). Then p(z’, h(z’)) = 2’ and r’ is a 
solution of y = p(y, h(z’)). Since, by Theorem 3.1, the least solution of this general L 
system is a(h(r’)), we obtain 
a(h(r’)) d r’. 
Let (r’ 1 j BO) be the approximation sequence of y = a(h(y)): 
r” = 0, rj+’ = a(h(zj)), j>O. 
Then it is easily shown by induction on j that rj d r’ for all j 2 0. Hence, 
z = sup(zi lj3O)<r’. 
This proves that r is the least solution of y = p(y, h(y)). El 
We will now use Theorem 3.2 in the following manner. When a transformation 
changes an algebraic system into another with a “similar” least solution, we can perform 
this transformation on the algebraic part of an L algebraic system and obtain an L 
algebraic system with a “similar” least solution. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that the algebraic parts 
Y = P(YJ> and y = dy7y’,z), y’ = d(y,y’,z) 
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of the L algebraic systems 
Y = P(YJX y = 4(Y,Y’,Z)? Y’ = d(Y,Y’J) 
and 
z = h(y), z = h(y), 
where y’ is a vector of new variables, have least solutions 
a(z) and a(z), o’(z), 
respectively. Then the least solution of the second L algebraic system is of the form 
z,z’, where z is the least solution of the first L algebraic system. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, the least solutions of the two L algebraic systems are equal to 
the least solutions of the general L systems y = o(h( y)) and y = a(h( y)), y’ = o’(h( y)), 
respectively. Hence, r is the least solution of y = a(h( y)). This implies that the least 
solution of y = a(h( y)), y’ = a’(h(y)) is equal to r, r’ = a’(h(z)). 0 
We will now consider a very useful transformation of an L algebraic system. This 
transformation corresponds to the transformation of algebraic systems for deleting the 
linear part (see [ 13, Theorem 14.51) and to the transformation of context-free gram- 
mars for deleting chain rules (see [16, Theorem 6.31). We want to emphasize that 
our proofs below are conservative in the sense that they do not change the substitu- 
tion parts of the systems. Some of the results below have alternative nonconservative 
proofs. 
Theorem 3.4. Consider the L algebraic systems 
Y = MY + P(Y,Z), y = M*P(YJ) 
and 
z = h(y), z = h(y). 
Here y is written as a column vector, supp(pi) G(C U Y U Z)* - Y, 1 QiGn, and 
M t (A(E))“~“. Then the least solutions of these L algebraic systems coincide. 
Proof. By [13, Theorem 14.51, the least solutions of the algebraic parts y =My + 
p(y,z) and y=M*p(y,z) coincide. Apply now Theorem 3.3. 0 
In the sequel, we transfer definitions for algebraic systems like “proper”, “Chomsky 
normal form”, etc. to L algebraic systems, if they apply to the algebraic part of these. 
An L algebraic system y = p(h(y)) is termed quasiregular if and only if p is a vector 
of quasiregular polynomials. 
Corollary 3.5. If o is the least solution of a quasiregular L algebraic system then o 
is also the least solution of a proper L algebraic system. 
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Observe that the least solution of a quasiregnlar or proper L algebraic system is, in 
general, not quasiregular. 
Theorem 3.6. If r is a component of the least solution of a quasiregular system then 
r is also a component of the least solution of an L algebraic system in the Chomsky 
normal form. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.5, we may assume that r is a component of the least solution 
of a proper L algebraic system y = p(y,z), z = h(y). Denote the least solution of the 
algebraic part by cr(z). By [13, Theorem 14.271 we can construct an algebraic system 
y = q( y, y’,z), y’ = q’( y, y’,z) in the Chomsky normal form, where the least solution 
is of the form (T(Z), o’(z). Apply now Theorem 3.3. q 
Observe again that the least solution of an L algebraic system in the Chomsky 
normal form is, in general, not quasiregular. This is the reason, why we cannot use the 
transformation of Theorem 14.28 of [13] to obtain an equivalent L algebraic system in 
the operator normal form. 
4. The tree approach 
In this section we characterize the L algebraic power series as the series obtained by 
applying a recognizable formal power series of trees of substitutions to a polynomial. 
The idea to study the application of a series of substitutions to rational series was 
presented by Kuich in [12]. For this approach, see also Section 5 below. 
For formal series on trees we refer to Berstel and Reutenauer [l]. In particular, the 
definitions of a linear system and a recognizable series of trees used below are taken 
from [l]. 
In the sequel, we denote the set of finite substitutions by Y. We define the set .F 
of trees of finite substitutions as the least set satisfying: 
(i) .Y C *y, 
(ii) h(tl,. . , tm) E 9 if h E Y and tl,...,&, E F. 
(To simplify our presentation we do not explicitly write down the ranks of the ele- 
ments of 9.) The set of formal series of trees of substitutions with coefficients in a 
commutative o-continuous semiring A is denoted by A( (y)). 
Next, suppose Y = (~1,. . . , yn} and define the set F’ as the least set satisfying 
(i) 9 U Y C P, 
(ii) h(tl, . , t,,,) E F’ if h E Y and tl,...,tm E F-‘. 
Now consider an n-tuple s = (~1,. . , s, ) of elements of A( (F)) and define the map- 
ping X: 9’U Y --tA((.F)) by 
cc(h) = h if h E 9, 
4.Yl) = Si, 1 fidn. 
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In the natural way extend a to a mapping from A (S’) to A ( (F) ) . If p E A (5’)) denote 
a(p>=p[s1,..., s,]. Now, suppose ~1,. . . , p,, E A(F’). A solution of the system of 
linear equations 
yi = pi, 1 <i<n 
is any n-tuple s=(si,..., s,) of elements of A(($)) such that 
Si = pi[Sl,. . . ,Snl, 1 <i<n. 
The system (1) is called proper iff 
YflSUpp(pi)=(b, ldidn. 
(1) 
Finally, a series 7’ E A( (9)) IS recognizable if and only if T is a component of the 
(unique) solution of a proper linear system. The approximation sequence (z’) associated 
to (1) is defined recursively by 
ry = 0, 
jtl _ Zi - pi[r{,...,rh], l<i<n, j>O. 
If Y E A((C*)), the application of t E Y to Y, denoted by t(r), is defined recursively 
by 
(i) t(r) = h(r) if t = h E 9, 
(ii) t(r) = h(tl(r)tz(r).. . &Jr)) if t = h(tl,. . ., t,) where h E Y and tl,. . . , tm E LT. 
In (ii), tl(r)tZ(r) . . . t,(r) stands for the product of the series tl(r), tz(r), . . . , t,(r). The 
application of T E A((Y)) to r EA((Z*)), denoted by T(r), is defined by 
T(r) = (~WY) G-1 = t~(T,OW 
Let w E C, be a special symbol. For each w E C& define the finite substitution 
e’w E Y by a,(w) = w, a,(x) = 0 for x # o. 
Theorem 4.1. A series r E A{ { CL}} is L algebraic if and only if there is a polynomial 
PO E A (CL) and a recognizable series T E A ((F)) such that 
r = T(Pr,). 
Proof. (i) First, suppose r is the least solution of the LS system y = p(h(y)). We 
transform each term of p to a monomial of A(F) as follows. The transform of w E 
Z& is wTr = 0,; the transform of wok, (y)wt&(.v). . . hi,(y)Wm+l is e(~~o,hi,(y), G,, 
hi,(Y), .. . ,hi,,,(Y), ~+,+l ). (Here e is the finite substitution which maps each series to 
itself.) The transform pT’ of p is 
P Tr = c (P, P&f’. 
Consider now the proper linear system 
y=p? 
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Denote by (Y”) (resp. (8)) the approximation sequence associated to the LS system 
y = p (resp. the linear system y = pT’). It follows inductively that 
?J = rj(w), j>o. 
Therefore, if T is the solution of y = pTr, then 
Y = T(w). 
Now, by Theorem 2.6, ifs is L algebraic, there exist a finite substitution cr E Y and 
an LS series Y such that s = o(r). By Proposition 6.5 of [l] this implies the claim. 
(ii) Suppose T, , . , T, is the solution of the proper linear system yi = pl. By Lemma 
6.3 of [l] we assume that supp(pi)cYU{h(yi,,...,yi,)lhEY, yi,,...,yi, EY}. NOW 
we define the mapping Tr as follows: or* = I and Myi,, yi, 2. . . , Y,, )Tr = NJ+, )h(vi, ) 
. h(yi,, ). Furthermore, p? = C (pi, qj)qT. Consider now the L algebraic system 
y, = p? with the least solution (rr , . . . , rn). Denote the approximation sequence of the 
linear system yi = pi (resp. the L algebraic system yi = pp) by (rj) (resp. (rJ)). It 
follows inductively that 
&PO) = yi’, 1 <i6n, j>O. 
Therefore, Z’i(::(ps) = ri, 1 di<n, is L algebraic. 0 
5. Lindenmayerian linear systems 
In this section we consider a power series generalization of the ETOL languages 
defined by Kuich [ 121 and Honkala and Kuich [7]. 
We define the application of a matrix M E (A ((9’)))““” of power series of 
finite substitutions to a vector cr E (A ((C*)) )“” ’ of power series, denoted as M(a) E 
(A((Z*)))“X’, by its entries 
M(a)i = C Mij(Oj) = C C (Mij,h)h(~), l<i<IZ. 
I<j<n l<j$n hEY 
A Lindenmayerian linear system with variables in Y = { yt, . . , y,,} (briefly, L linear 
system) is of the form 
I’ = M(Y) + p, 
where A4 E (A(Y))“X” is a matrix of polynomials of finite substitutions and P E 
(A(C*))“X’ IS a vector of polynomials. Here y denotes the column vector with ith 
component yi. 
A solution to this L linear system is given by a (column) vector 0 E (A( (C*)))“” ’ 
such that 
CT =M(o)+P. 
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It is clear that we can consider the L linear system 
y =M(y)+P, 
where g is a solution, to be the L algebraic system 
_Yi = C C (Mij,h)h(Yj)+fi, l<idn, 
l<j<n hEY 
where oi,... , o,, is a solution. By this observation all the definitions and results for L 
algebraic systems transfer to L linear systems. 
A power series is termed an L rational power series iff it is a component of the 
least solution of an L linear system. The set of all L rational power series in A( (.Z*)) 
is denoted by ALrat ((C*)). Moreover, we define 
kmtl’( { c;>> = 
IC~~~finitcALRt((~*)). 
Analogous to the EL algebraic power series we define the EL rational power series 
to be the power series in 
AEL’“{{C~}} = {r 1 Y = s 0 char(d*), ~EA~~~{{C~}}, A c Coo}. 
Theorems similar to Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are valid also for EL rational power series. 
Theorem 5.1. AEL”‘{{C&}} =AL”{{C*,}}. 
Theorem 5.2. Let r E A{{C&}}. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) r is an L rational power series; 
(ii) r is an EL rational power series; 
(iii) r is a O-free EL rational power series. 
In our forthcoming computations we use the fact that (A((C&)))“” is an 
(A( (Y)))“x”-semimodule (see [7, Theorem 3.11). This fact yields a result similar to 
Theorems 2.5 and 5.11 of Kuich and Salomaa [13]. 
Theorem 5.3. The least solution of the L linear system y =M(y) + P is given by 
(T =M*(P). 
Proof. We consider the L linear system as an L algebraic system and compute the 
approximation sequence o”, ~9,. . . , d,. . . of this L algebraic system. We show by in- 
duction on j that .j+l = C oGrGjMf(P), j>O. We obtain M’(P)=E(P)=P=a’ and, 
for j>O, 
,i+l =M(aj)+p=M (o<p(p)) +p=o~~_lMf+l(p)+p 
= o<~<jwY. . . 
Hence, o= sup(ojIj>O)= SU~(C~~,~~M’(P)I~~O)=M*(P). q 
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Kuich [IZ] and Honkala and Kuich [7] introduced ETOL power series. These are 
the power series in 
where w E J& is a special symbol 
Theorem 5.4. AEToL{ { ,X2}} = ALrat { { C&}}. 
Proof. Let 9’ C 9 be a finite set of finite substitutions. 
(i) Consider the ETOL power series s(o), where s EP’(((Y’)*)). Then there exist 
a matrix M E (A(Y’))“X” and a column vector R ~(A(e))“~l such that s= (M*R)j. 
We compute now the least solution G of the Z_. linear system 
Y =M(y)+P, 
where Pi = (Ri,e)o, 1 <i dn, and obtain, for 1 bidn, 
ai =M*(P)i = C (M*);i(Pj) = C (M*)ij((Rj>e)m) 
l$j<n I<j<n 
= C (M*)ij(Rj,e)e(o) = C (M*)qRj(w) = (M*R);(w). 
1</<7l I<j<n 
Hence, for all 1 <ibn, (M*R)i(W) is an L rational power series, i.e., ~1 = s(o) ~~~~~~ 
{{GJ>. 
(ii) Consider now the least solution M*(P) of the L linear system 
y=Wy)+P, 
where ME (A(Y’))“Xn and P E (A(Z*))“xl. Let Ri be the finite substitution defined 
by Ri(w) = 8, 1 <i<n, and let R be the column vector with components Ri. Then, 
for all 1 <i<n, 
M*(P)i = C (M*)ij(pi) = C tM*)ijtRjtm)) 
l<j<n I<j<n 
= C (M*)qRj(o) = (M*R)i(w). 
I<j<n 
Hence M*(P), =(M*R)i(w) is an ETOL power series for 1 <i<n. 0 
The straightforward generalization of the ETOL languages to ETOL power series 
would be to consider all the least solutions of L linear equations 
as indicated in Example 2.1. However, Example 5.1 below motivates our choice to 
consider ALmt { {X2}} to be the proper power series generalization of ETOL languages. 
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Example 5.1. Let A = N” and consider L linear systems with one equation: 
y = &h(Y) + . . . + &(y) + p, 
where s > 0, Uj > 0, 1 <j <s, p E A (C*). Let 0 be the least solution of this equa- 
tion. Let (cr,~) =m E N” and z be the quasiregular part of 0. Then hi(o) = hi(r) + 
m&, l<j<s. Denote (hj(r),E)=ltZj, l<j<s, and (p,&)=mo. 
Compare now the a-parts of the equality 
d = ar(hr(r) + me) + . . . + u,(h,(z) + m.5) + p. 
This yields 
m = mg + a11121 + . . . + u,m, + (al + . . . + a,). 112. 
Assume now that 0 is not a polynomial and 0 <(a, E) < co. The assumption that CJ 
is not a polynomial excludes the case s = 0. The assumption 0 <m < 00 implies now 
s=l, (p,c)=mo=O, (hl(z),c)=ml=O and al=l. Hence, our equation is of the 
form 
Y = h(Y) + P, 
where (p, E) = 0. Furthermore, by ml = 0, if z’ is quasiregular and r’ G cr, then h(z’) is 
quasiregular. 
Consider now the approximation sequence of this equation. It is easily seen that all 
its elements are quasiregular polynomials. This implies that its supremum 0 is also 
quasiregular, contradicting our assumption. 
Hence, we have proved the following result: Assume A = N”. Let c be the least 
solution of an L linear equation. Then 0 is a polynomial or cr is quasiregular, or 
(cr, E) = co. 
By definition, an LS system y = p(y, h(y)) is linear iff the degree of p in Y U Z 
equals one. A power series is termed a linear LS series iff it is the least solution of a 
linear LS system. A power series Y is called a linear ELS series iff there are a linear 
LS series r and an alphabet d c Zm such that r = s 0 char(d*). 
Theorem 5.5. A series r is L rational if and only if #r is a linear ELS series. 
Proof. The claim follows by Theorem 4.8 of Honkala and Kuich [7] and 
Theorem 5.4. 0 
Finally, we show a result on L algebraic systems of a certain form that is analogous 
to Lemma 4.5 of Honkala and Kuich [7]. 
We consider L algebraic systems of the form 
Yi = R + ~ill~ill(_Yl)~ill + ” ’ + Uil&ils(Y1)Uils 
+ . . . + %lhnl(.Y*)Qnl + . . . + Uinsh&Yn)Ujm, 1 <i<n, 
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where Ui,Uili,Uiii ,..., uil.7, Qls,. , %I, Qnl,. . . ,u’ ms3 %2st 1 <i <n, are polynomials in 
A(C*). We call such L algebraic systems extended L linear systems. 
Theorem 5.6. The components of the least solution of extended L linear systems are 
L rational power series. 
Proof- Let JJ~ = pi, 16idn, p, =u~ + uillhill(yl)Uill + . .. + Uinshins(Yn)Dins be an 
extended L linear system with the least solution cr. Let #r, #2 be new symbols and de- 
note r,=#l~i#2+h:~~(yl)+...+h~~,(y,), where hi,,(x)=hiJx), XEC, hb,(#i)=#luii,, 
hbf(#2) = u@-2, 1 Gi, j d n, 1 d t <s. Define the finite substitution h by h(x) =x, x E C, 
h(#t ) = h(#2 ) = e. Consider now the L linear system 
Yo = My1 ), yj=Yi, l<i<n. 
We claim that (a], #, 01 #2, . . . , #I cn#2) is its least solution. We show this claim by con- 
sidering the approximation sequences (a’) and (r’) of the extended L linear system and 
the linear system, respectively. We prove by induction on j, that ri” = o{, r/ = #, G:#~, 
1 d i <n, j 30. The case j = 0 is clear. For j >O, we obtain 
r/=#iUi#2 + hi,i(r{-‘) + ..’ + h:,,(ri-‘) 
=#iUi$? + hi*i(#i01 j-%2) + . . . + h~n,(#~cT~-‘#2) 
=#]uj#2+#~ui~~hil~(~~-‘)Zli~,#2+”’+#1Uinshins(O~-‘)U~ns#2 =#lfl,i#2 
and 
r;+’ = h(sf) = h(#,cr{#2) = 0:. 
Hence, ai is an L rational power series. Changing the first equation of the L linear 
system to ~0 = h(yi), we see that ai, 2 <i dn, is an L rational power series, too. 0 
6. Propagating Lindenmayerian algebraic systems 
In the classical theory of Lindenmayer systems the letter P, prefixed to the name 
of a family of generating systems where substitutions h are involved, denotes those 
generating systems of this family that use only s-free substitutions. Hence, we call 
analogously an L algebraic system y = p(h(y)) to be propagating (or, shortly, a PL 
algebraic system) if and only if all finite substitutions h,, 1 <i <n, 1 <j <s, of the 
vector h are s-free, i.e., map the symbols of C on quasiregular polynomials: 
(hii(x), for all I<i<n, 16jd.q ~EC. 
A power series is termed a PL algebraic power series if and only if it is a component 
of the least solution of a PL algebraic system. The set of all PL algebraic power series 
in A((Z*)) is denoted by A PLalg( (C*)). Moreover, we define 
APLa’s{{z;}} = u ,p”“is((c*)). 
rCZ_,, Z finite 
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Combining the letters E and P, we denote 
~EpL”l”{{~~}} = {Y ] r = s 0 char(d*), sEAPLa’s{{C~}}, A s Coo} 
and call these power series EPL algebraic. The proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 
are valid also in the propagating case. Hence, we obtain our first results in this 
section. 
Theorem 6.1. AEPLalg{{C~}} =ApL”‘~{{C~}}. 
Theorem 6.2. Let r E A{{C~}}. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) r is a PL algebraic power series; 
(ii) r is an EPL algebraic power series; 
(iii) r is a O-free EPL algebraic power series. 
The connection of L algebraic and ELS power series given in Theorem 2.4 depends 
on the quasiregularity of the least solution of the L algebraic system and we see no 
possibility to remove this assumption. In the case of a PL algebraic system, the situation 
is quite different. Here we can prove a result similar to Theorem 14.6 of Kuich and 
Salomaa [13]. 
Theorem 6.3. Assume that CJ is the least solution of the PL algebraic system y = p(h 
(y)). Then there exists a quasiregular PL algebraic system y = q(h( y)), whose least 
solution is the quasiregular part of O. 
Proof. We compute first 
(%E) = (sup(aj Ij>O),E) = sup((o’,&) Ij20), 
where .j, j 20, are the vectors of the approximation sequence of y = p(h(y)). The 
algorithmic performance of the computation of (G,E) depends on the structure of the 
basic semiring A. (There are no problems in the most important w-continuous semirings 
B and IV”.) Substitute now (a, E)E + y for y into p(h(y)) and denote the quasiregular 
part of the result by q(h(y)). 
Let r be the quasiregular part of the least solution cr, i.e., rr = (CJ,E)E + r. Ob- 
serve that the quasiregular part of g(a) = g((a, E)E + r) = (a, E)E + g(r) equals g(r) for 
s-free substitutions g : A((C*)) -+A((Z*)). C om p are now the quasiregular parts of the 
equality CJ = p(h(c)). 
The quasiregular part of the left side of this equality equals r, while the quasiregular 
part of the right side equals q(h(z)). This means that r is a solution of the quasiregular 
PL algebraic system y = q(h(y)). 
Each solution r’ to this system yields the solution (6,~)s + z’ to the original 
system y= p(h(y)). Since IJ is the least solution of y = p(h(y)), this proves that 
r <r’. Hence, z is the least solution of the quasiregular PL algebraic system 
y = q(h(_v)). 0 
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The definition of a propagating ELS (PELS) power series in the next result should 
be clear. 
Corollary 6.4. The quasiregular part ef a PL algebraic power series is a PELS power 
series. 
We now apply Theorem 6.3 to Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. 
Corollary 6.5. If 0 is the least solution of a PL algebraic system then the quasi- 
regular part of u is the least solution of a proper PL algebraic system. 
Corollary 6.6. Zf r is a PL algebraic power series then the quasiregular part of r is 
a component of the least solution of a PL algebraic system in the Chomsky normal 
form. 
Observe that the least solution of a quasiregular or proper PL algebraic system is 
quasiregular. That allows us to use the transformation of Theorem 14.28 of Kuich and 
Salomaa [ 131 to obtain the operator normal form. 
Theorem 6.7. Zf r is a PL algebraic power series then r is a component of the least 
solution of a PL algebraic system in the operator normal form. 
Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 14.28 of Kuich and Salomaa [13]. 
Assume first that r is quasiregular and consider the algebraic part of a PL algebraic 
system in the Chomsky normal form. We write the algebraic part as follows: 
Let n- be its least solution. Construct the system 
yi = C ZfX, 
xczuz 
Zf =(pi,X)E + C c (PO Ykym)z,if'X'&> 
x’EZUZ l$k,m<n 
1 <i<n, xECU Z. 
By the proof of Theorem 14.28 of Kuich and Salomaa [13], the least solution of 
this system is given by oi, gix-‘, 1 <i<n, x E C U Z. The assumptions of Theorem 
3.3 are now satisfied: y’ is the vector of the new variables z:, 1 d i <n, x E C U Z. 
Hence, application of Theorem 3.3 proves our theorem in case r is quasiregular. 
If r is not quasiregular, add an equation yo = (r, E)E + CnECUZ $x where Gi is the 
considered component of the least solution. q 
Theorem 6.8. If r is a PL algebraic power series then r is a component of the least 
solution of a PL algebraic system in the Greibach normal form. 
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Proof. We use a notation similar to that of the proof of Theorem 14.31 of Kuich and 
Salomaa [ 131. Consider the algebraic part of a PL algebraic system in the operator 
normal form and write it as a row vector in the form 
yr = yTil’l(y) + c. 
Let C-J be its least solution. Construct the system 
yr = CM(y)./ + CM(y) + C, 
Y’ = W_Y)Y’ + WY), 
where y’ is an n x n-matrix whose entries are new variables. By the proof of 
Theorem 14.3 1 of Kuich and Salomaa [13] the least solution of this system is given 
by rr, M(a)+. Apply now Theorem 3.3. 0 
It is well known that a proper algebraic system has a unique quasiregular solution. 
We want to show a similar result for certain proper PL algebraic systems. 
Consider an L algebraic system y = p( y, h( y)) with algebraic part y = p(y,z) and 
write this algebraic part in the form 
Yi= C C (Pi,zkj)Zkj+qi(Y,Z), 16iG% 
lgkdnlgjgs 
where (qi,zkj)=O for all l<i, k<n, l<j<s. 
Let ME(A(SP))“X” be the matrix with entries 
Mk = c (pi,hkj)hkj, 
I<j<s 
1 di,kdn, 
where (pi, hkj) is, by definition, equal to (pi,.Zkj), 16 i, k 6 n, 1 <j 6s. Let q(y,z) 
be the vector with components qi(y,z), 1 d i < n and write the L algebraic system 
y = p(y, h(y)) in the form 
Y =M(Y) + q(y,h(y)). 
We call M(y) the linear part of the L algebraic system y = p(y, h(y)). 
A PL algebraic system has a length-increasing linear part M(y) iff there exists a 
t >0 such that, for all x,x’EC, l<i, k<n, ((M’)ik(X),X’)=O. 
Theorem 6.9. The least solution is the only quasiregular solution of a PL algebraic 
system with length-increasing linear part. 
Proof. Let y = M( y) + q( y, h(y)) be a proper PL algebraic system with length-increas- 
ing linear part M(y) and consider its approximation sequence go, crl,. . . , oj, . . . . It is 
easily shown by induction on t that, for all t, j 20. 
J+t =jW(oj) + c Mq@ j+t-i-l,h(,j+t-i-1))). 
OQi<t-1 
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Write CoGigl_, M’(q(d+‘-‘-l, h(a’+‘-‘-I))) in the form q(g(aj), g((rj+‘), . , 
g(oj+t-l)), where g is a vector of finite substitutions that are functional composi- 
tions of the original finite substitutions hij, 1 Gidn, ldjbs. Fix t and j, and let 
Y /+r-i--], ()<i,<t- 1 b e vectors of new variables. Consider the system 
Y = mYi) + ag(yj) > g(Yj+l) ) . . . ) g(p-1 )). 
Substitute for the components of the vectors y j+r-i-‘, 06 id t - 2, in the right side 
of this equality the components of M(yj+f-1-2) + q(yj+r-i-2, h(yjf’-‘-2)) and repeat 
this process until only variables of yj appear in the right side. Denote the result of 
the substitution process by 
Y = M’(Y~) + d(y’, h’(yj)), 
where h’ is a vector of finite substitutions hll,. . .,hl,,h:,,. . .,his,, .,h,l,. . ., 
hm, h;, , . . . , h;,/ , and the new finite substitutions h(i, 1 <i <n, 1 <j <s’, are functional 
compositions of the original substitutions hij, 1 <i<n, 1 <ids. Hence, they are again 
a-free. Choose the notation in such a manner that h’ also includes all finite substitutions 
of M’. Denote M’=M’. This means that M’ contains now finite substitutions of h’. 
Consider the L algebraic system 
Y = M’(Y) + q’(xh’(y)). 
Closer inspection shows that it is a proper PL algebraic system. 
Performing the substitution process with the vectors rrj+t-i-l instead of yj+‘-‘-I, 
yields 
ai+t = M’(oj) + q’(aj, h’(d)). 
Let now r” 2’ . . . zi be the approximation sequence of y = M’(y) + q’(y, h’(y)). 
Then it is easily ‘shkn by induction on j, that rj = crj’ for all j 20. Hence, the 
least solution of y = M’(y) + q’(y, h’( y)) is equal to the least solution of y = M(y) + 
q(y, h(y)). Denote this common quasiregular solution by 0. 
We choose now t > 0 to be the constant in the definition of a lengthincreasing linear 
part, i.e., 
((Mf )ij(X),X’) = (Mi[i(X),X’) = 0 
for all X,X’ E C, 1 < i, j d n. That means that RI (M$x)) = 0, where by definition (see 
[ 13, Exercise 2.5]), 
R/c(r)= c (r,w)w for rEA((Z*)), k>O. 
Iwl<k 
We now show that c is the only quasiregular solution of y =M’(y) + q’( y, h’(y)). 
Assume that cr’ is also a quasiregular solution of this system. We claim that Rk(a’) = 
Rk(o), k 3 0. The proof of this claim is by induction on k. Clearly, we have Ro(d) = 
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&(a) = 0. For k > 0, we obtain 
&(a) = &W’(a) + q’(o,h’(o))) 
= WM’(k-l(c)) + q’(&-i(Wr’(RJ-03))) 
= &(M’(&-1(o’)) + d(&l(~‘),wkl(~‘)))) 
= &(M’(a’) + q’(o’,h’(o’))) =&(a’). 
The second equation follows by the special form of the terms in the polynomials in q’, 
by Rs(o) = 0 and by Rk(&,,,=k(a, w)M’(w)) = 0. Hence, we have proved cr = rr’ and CJ 
is the only quasiregular solution of Y =M’(Y) + q’(y,h’(y)). Observe that q’(y, h’(y)) 
is computed by a substitution process from q(y, h(y)). Let cr.’ be a quasiregular solution 
of y = M(y) + q(y, h(y)) and perform the same substitution process with e’. Then we 
obtain o’=M’(a’) + q’(a’,h’(a’)), i.e., 0’ is a quasiregular solution of y=M’(Y) + 
q’(y,h’(y)). This implies CJ’ = o and CJ is the only quasiregular solution of y =M(y)+ 
9(YV MY)). 0 
In the rest of this section we show the necessity of a-images in L algebraic systems. 
This should be contrasted with the fact .S!(ETOL) = 9(EPTOL) (see [ 151). In the 
remainder of this section all L algebraic systems are assumed to be O-free. 
Lemma 6.10. Suppose I-E (N-)pLa’g((C*)) and r~ N((C*)). Then there exists a real 
number 6 > 0 such that 
(r, W) < 24+ 
for all nonempty WEE;*. 
Proof. The claim follows by Lemma 4.11 of Honkala [5] and Corollary 6.4. 0 
Theorem 6.11. (N”)Lrat{{C2}} #(N”)PL’“{{Z~}} and (N”)L”‘~{{C~}}#(Ncx;)PLal~ 
WzCz 11. 
Proof. Denote C = {a, a, b, c} and consider the L rational system y = bc(a + ii) + h(y) 
where h(a) = (a + a)* + a, h(Z) = a, h(b) = b, h(c) = bc. The least solution Y of this 
system belongs to N((C*)) and satisfies 
(r, bn+*c) 3 2 2” . 
(For the details, see [5, Theorem 4.121). Hence, by Lemma 6.10, the series I is not 
PL algebraic. This implies the claims. 0 
7. Closure properties 
In this section we study closure properties of L algebraic power series. A very 
helpful definition is that of a fully algebraically closed semiring that is based on a 
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similar definition given by Honkala [6]. To motivate this definition, we consider first the 
definition of a fully rationally closed semiring. The usual definition of a fully rationally 
closed subsemiring A’ of A((C*)) is that A’ is closed under rational operations, i.e., 
under +, ., *. We call this definition Definition 1. 
We now give a Definition 2. We consider linear systems 
y=My+R, 
whereh4 is amatrixin (A({z~,...,z~}*))“~” andRisavectorin(A({zl,...,z,}*))”X’. 
The components of y, i.e., ~1,. . . , y, are the variables. Before solving such a linear 
system, we will replace the z’s by power series of A((C*)). A subsemiring A’ of A((C*)) 
is fully rationally closed iff for all linear systems y =My + R and all substitutions 
h: N{z,,...,z,]“)) ---f A((C*)) defined by h(zj) E A’, 1 Bjdm, the least solution cr 
of the general L system 
Y = 4M)y + h(R) 
has components Gi that are power series in A’. The next result is interesting in its own 
and shows the equivalence of both definitions. 
Theorem 7.1. Dejinitions 1 and 2 are equivalent definitions of fully rationally closed 
subsemirings of A( (C*)). 
Proof. Definition 1 + Definition 2. Consider a linear system y = My + R, a substitution 
h, and the general L system y = h(M)y + h(R) as above in Definition 2. Let r and 
rr be the least solutions of y =My + R and y = h(M)y + h(R), respectively. Then 
we have r =M*R and CJ =h(M)*h(R) =h(M*R). Hence a=h(r). Consider the first 
component rt of r. Since zt is in fP(({zt,. . . ,z,}*)), tl is generated by applying 
rational operations to polynomials, say ~1,. . . , pS in A( (~1,. . ,z,}*). This implies that 
01, the first component of 0, is generated by applying the same rational operations 
in the same order to the polynomials h(pl ), . . . , h(pS) E A’. Since A’ is closed under 
rational operations and h is continuous, we obtain that 01 is in A’. In the same way it 
is shown that GiEA’ for all l<i<n. 
Definition 2 + Definition 1. Consider the linear equation y = zy + E and the sub- 
stitution h(z) = r E A’. The least solution of y = ry + F is given by I-*. Hence, r* is 
in A’. 0 
We are now ready to introduce the definition of a fully algebraically closed semiring. 
We consider algebraic systems 
Yi=Pi(zl,...,z,,Yl,...,Y,), 1 <idn, 
pi~A((Cu{zl,... ,z,, yl, . . , yn})*), where the y’s are the true variables. Before solv- 
ing such an algebraic system, we will replace the z’s by power series of A((C*)). A 
subsemiring A’ of A( (C*)) is fuZZy algebraically closed iff for all algebraic systems 
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Yi = P&l , . . . ,z,, Yr , . . . , m), 1 <i <n, and all ~1,. . , r&4 the least solution o of the 
general L system 
Yi = Pi(rl ,...,rm,Yl,..., Yil), 1 <i<n, 
has components Ci, 1 < i <n, that are power series in A’. 
We now prove results similar to Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 of Honkala [6]. 
Theorem 7.2. ALalg( C*)) is a fully algebraically closed semiring. 
Proof. We consider the algebraic system 
Yi = Pi(Zl 2...,&?l,.Yl,..., yn), 1 Qi<n, 
and the L algebraic systems 
yj = Pj, 1 <j<m. 
The variables of the jth L algebraic system, i.e., the components of yj, are assumed 
to be y{ ,..., y/,, 1 <j<m. 
We now construct a new L algebraic system 
Yi=Pi(Y11,...,Y;Z,Y1,...,Yn), ldidn, 
yj,pj, 16j<m, 
with variables in {Yi 1 1 < i 6 n} U {y/ ) 1 <i < nj, 1 <j < m}. We observe that the Yj- 
subvector of the least solution of this new L algebraic system equals the least solution 
of the jth L algebraic system yj = pj for j = 1 , . . . , m. Denote the first component 
of the least solution of yj = pj by rj, 1 <j <m. Then the yi-component of the least 
solution of the new L algebraic system equals the yi-component of the least solution 
of the general L system 
Yi = pi(rl ,..., rm,yl ,... ,yn>, l<i<n. 
Hence, the components of the least solution of the general L system Yi = pi(rr, . . . , r,,,, 
yl,...,yn), 1 <i<n, are power series in ALa*g((C*)). This proves that A”“‘g((C*)) is 
fully algebraically closed. The fact that A Ldg( (Z*)) is a semiring follows as a conse- 
quence. 0 
A Molly algebraically closed semiring A’ C A((C*)) is also fully rationally closed. 
This yields the next corollary. 
Corollary 7.3. ALa’g( Z*)) is a fully rationally closed semiring. 
In the next theorem we consider L algebraic substitutions into algebraic power series. 
These substitutions yield again L algebraic power series. 
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Theorem 7.4. Let h : A((Zf)) + A((C:)) be a substitution de$ned by h : Cl + 
ALalg((Ct)). Then h(r)EALa’g((C:)) for all rEA”‘g((CT)). 
Proof. We consider the algebraic system 
Yi = PAX1 ,..., x,,yl,..., yn), l<i<n. 
Here, Cr = {xl, . .,x,} and yt,. . . , y,, are the variables. Denote the least solution of 
this algebraic system by 0. Then we show that h(aj), 1 < i <n, are power series in 
ALa’s{(z 
By Theorem 7.2 we infer that the least solution z of the general L system 
Yi= pdh(xl>,. . >h(&n), J’l,. . . > Yn) 
is a vector of L algebraic power series. We claim that ri = h(oi), 1 <i <n. 
Let (oj) and (rj) be the approximation sequences of yi = p;(xt,. . . ,x,, yl,. . . , y,), 
1 < i <n, and yi = pi(h(xl ), . . . , h(xm), yl, . . , y,,), 1 < i < n, respectively. Then we show 
by induction on j that 7; = h(a! ), 1 < i <n, j > 0. Since a substitution h is continuous 
that will show our claim. 
Wehavery=O=h(O)=h(c$), l<i<n,and,forj>Oand l<i<n, 
z!=pi(h(xl),...,h(x,),z:‘-‘,...,z,’-’) 
= pi(h(x,),. . . ,h(x,),h(a;-I),. . . ,h(a;i-‘)) 
= h(pi(xl , . . . ,x,, of-‘, . . . , &‘)) = h(ai). 
Hence, ri = h(oi), 1 <i <n, are L algebraic power series. 0 
By inspecting the proofs of Theorems 7.2 and 7.4 we see that they are valid also in 
the case of PL algebraic power series. 
Theorem 7.5. A’““‘g((C*)) is a fully algebraically closed semiring. 
Corollary 7.6. APLa’g( C*)) is a fully rationally closed semiring. 
Theorem 7.7. Let h : A((C7)) -+ A( (Zz)) be a substitution de$ned by h : 21 + 
APLa’g( Zc,*)). Then h(r) EA pL”lg((C~)) for all rEAa’g((CT)). 
As the last result of this section we mention a result proved in [7]. 
Theorem 7.8. ALmt ((C*)) is a fully rationally closed semiring. 
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8. Combinatorial properties of L algebraic series 
In this section we establish various combinatorial properties of L algebraic series to 
throw light upon various aspects of the theory. In particular, we discuss the relationship 
between L algebraic series and ETOL languages. 
By Theorem 2.8 each L algebraic series is the first component of the least solution 
of an L algebraic system with at most two equations. In general, one equation is not 
enough. This follows by the fact that there are ELS series in IV{ {ZL }} which are 
not LS series (see [5]). Below we show that each commutative u-continuous positive 
semiring A has a commutative o-continuous positive extension B such that the classes 
of LS and L algebraic series in B{ {Ck}} do not coincide. 
In this section A is a commutative o-continuous positive semiring. If a, b EA, a # 0, 
we say that a divides b and denote alb if and only if there is an element c E A such 
that b=ac. The nonzero element a E A is called a divisible element if and only if for 
every b, c E A, bc # 0, the condition ablac implies bjc. 
Lemma 8.1. Suppose r E A((C*)) and a E A is a divisible element which divides no 
nonzero coejicient of r. Furthermore, suppose that for all p,s EA((C*)) the condition 
ar= p + as implies a Ip. If supp(r) is not an ETOL language, then ar is not an LS 
series. 
Proof. Suppose ur =s where s is the least solution of the LS system y = p(hl (y), . . . , 
My)). Hence, 
ar = p(hl (ar), . . . , h,(ar)). 
Therefore, a divides each term of the approximation sequence of the LS system. Denote 
p = p1 + ~2, where each term of p1 (resp. pz) has degree at most one (resp. at 
least two). Consider the LS system y = pl(hl(y), . . , h,(y)) with the least solution 
st. Because supp(si) is an ETOL language and, by assumption, supp(r) is not an 
ETOL language, supp(si) is a proper subset of supp(r). However, every element in 
supp(r) - supp(si) has a coefficient divisible by a 2. Because a is a divisible element, 
this contradicts the assumption that a divides no nonzero coefficient of r. 0 
Theorem 8.2. If A is a commutative w-continuous positive semiring, then A has a 
commutative w-continuous positive extension B such that B”s{{Z~}} is strictly con- 
tained in BLalg{ X2}}. 
Proof. Consider the LS system y= bc + h(y)h(y), where h(b)= b and h(c)=c2, with 
the least solution r. Then supp(r) is not an ETOL language (see [7, Example 4.91). 
Now, choose a new letter x E C, and denote B = A( (x*)). By the closure properties 
of L algebraic series, xr belongs to BLa’g {{CL}}. By Lemma 8.1, the series xr is not 
an LS series. 0 
Our next theorem gives a combinatorial property of O-free L algebraic series. 
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Suppose rEA((C*)). Then the weight of r is the mapping W(r): N + A defined by 
w(r)(n) = ,wg. (6 w). 
Lemma 8.3. Suppose r E N”((C*)) IS not a polynomial. If there exist words U,V,WE 
C* and O-free jinite substitutions h, g E Y such that 
uh(r)vg(r)w <r 
then there exists a positive real a such that 
W(r)(n) 3 2”’ 
for almost all n. 
Proof. Denote I+‘(n) = W(r)(n). By the assumption there is a positive integer k such 
that W(k) 3 2 and 
W(n). W(n) < W(k . n) 
for all n 2 1. If follows that 
W(kj . n) > W(n)2’ 
for all j 3 1. Hence 
W(ki+‘)>22’. 
This implies the claim. 0 
Lemma 8.4. Suppose Lo,Lil, Liz are ETOL languages and hi E Y for 1 <i < n. Then 
the least solution of the equation 
L=LouLl,h,(L)L,2u...ULnlh,(L)L,z (1) 
is an ETOL language. 
Proof, Below we use TOL schemes and control sets. For these tools, see [3]. 
Suppose Lo = L(Go), Lij = L(Gij) where Go = (Co,i&,So,do) and Gij = (C,,Hij, 
S,, dij) are synchronized ETOL systems (1 did n, 1 <j 62). Without loss of generality 
we suppose that hk(Aij) G A,* U (0) and hk(Ao) G AZ U (0) for 1 dkbn. Furthermore, 
without loss of generality, we assume that CO and C;j, 1 <id n, 1 <i <2, are pain-vise 
disjoint. Now, choose three new letters $, #i,#z and define the tables (a, t),(Pi),(yi,, ti) 
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and (yiz,tz) for 1 <i<n, tgHo, tl Phil, tzEHi2, as follows: 
(a,t) #l + #l, #2 + #2, 
X-+V if x -+ v is in t; 
(Pi) #l + fh&, #2 --) &2#2, 
X + hi(x) if x~UdkiU& and hi(x)#O, 
x -+ 96 otherwise; 
(Yil, tl 1 #l -+#I, #2+#2, 
x-+v if x -+ v is in 11, 
x+x if xE&, 
&2 + &2, 
s + $; 
(Yi2, t2) #l -+ #1,#2 --+ #2, 
X+V if x + v is in t2 
X+X if XECilULl(), 
$ -+ $. 
Denote Co={(a,t)I tEHo}, G = {(yil,tl)l tl EKI} and G2 = {h2,t2)It2EhTi2} and 
define the control language C by 
c = c,+ 
Then 
C(#lSO#2) f-l <IJ A, u do u {#1,#2})* = #lW2, 
where L is the least solution of (1). By [3, Lemma 4.11, C(#tSo#2) is an ETOL 
language. This implies the claim. 0 
Lemma 8.5. Suppose Li, LiEBy C C* are ETOL languages and hiab E Y for 16 i, CI d n, 
1 <p <m, 1~ y ~2. Then each component of the least solution of the system 
is an ETOL language. 
Proof. Choose a new letter # and denote Ct = C U {#}. Extend each hiaD by hi,p(#) = E. 
Let C(1’) = {x”) 1 x E Cl}, 1 <i <n, be an isomorphic copy of Ct and denote by Cpi the 
mapping defined by qi(x) = ~8) for XEZ~. Define the finite substitution hia@ by 
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Now, (K,, . . . , K,,) satisfies (2) if and only if 
Hence, the claim follows by Lemma 8.4. 0 
Consider an L algebraic system yi = pi. Define the relation Ro on Y by y&y if and 
only if y appears in pi. Denote by R the transitive closure of Ro. If YiRyj, we say 
that yj is reachable from yi. 
Theorem 8.6. rf Y E N”((C*)) is a O-free L algebraic series, then supp(r) is an 
ETOL language or there exists a positive real tl such that 
W(r)(n)32 d 
for almost all 12. 
Proof. Suppose r is the first component of the least solution (q, . , rk) of the O-free L 
algebraic system yi = pi, 1 <i d k. We proceed inductively on k. Without restriction we 
assume that r is not the first component of the least solution of any O-free L algebraic 
system having less than k equations. This implies, in particular, that each yi # yl is 
reachable from yl. Hence, if i # 1, there exist U, v E Zz and O-free h E Y such that 
uh(ri)u dr. Therefore, if one of the series rl,. . . , rk satisfies the weight condition, so 
does rl. We continue with the assumption that none of the series rl, . . . , rk satisfies the 
weight condition. 
If supp(ri), i # 1, is not an ETOL language, then ri does not satisfy the claim 
of the theorem. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, ri is not a component of the 
least solution of any O-free L algebraic system with less than k equations. Hence, yr 
is reachable from yi. 
Consider p,, I,< i 6 k. Each term of pi contains at most one occurrence of a vari- 
able ya E Y such that supp(ra) is not an ETOL language. Otherwise, by Lemma 8.3, 
the series r, would satisfy the weight condition. Now we are in a position to apply 
Lemma 8.5 and conclude that supp(rt ) is an ETOL language. 0 
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